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Over 1 million sold in series!The place? China in 1271. The quest? The golden tablet of Kublai

Khan. The problem? Just about everything!The Imagination Station adventures continue as

cousins Patrick and Beth are kidnapped by Mongol warriors. Only the friendship of fellow

traveler Marco Polo saves them from harm. They are brought to the Mongol palace, where the

Kublai Khan dislikes both their gifts and their message about Christianity. The tension grows

when the Mongol magicians challenge the cousins to a spiritual power showdown. As war

breaks out, Beth and Patrick are locked in a secret room to prevent their escape.How do the

cousins get the golden tablet they need to save Mr. Whittaker’s friend Albert? How do they

escape the city and find the Imagination Station? Enter the perilous palace and find out!



Thanks for the encouragement:Bob Dubberley, Brock Eastman, Clark Miller, Larry Weeden,

and Glenn WilliamsPeril in the PalaceCopyright © 2011 Focus on the FamilyA Focus on the

Family book published byTyndale House Publishers, Inc., Carol Stream, Illinois 60188Focus on
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PuzzlePrologueThere is an old house in the town of Odyssey. It’s called Whit’s End. Kids love

it. It has an ice-cream shop. It also has a lot of rooms with games and displays.There are

exciting things to do at Whit’s End. Kids have fun and learn there.Mr. Whittaker owns Whit’s

End. He is a kind yet mysterious inventor. One of his inventions is the Imagination Station.The

Imagination Station lets kids see history in person. It’s a lot like a time machine.One day the

Imagination Station broke. Mr. Whittaker didn’t know why. He tried to fix the machine in his

workshop.Two cousins, Patrick and Beth, came to visit him. Patrick and Beth are eight years

old.Patrick touched the Imagination Station. Suddenly the machine lit up!Mr. Whittaker was

surprised. He told the cousins about a mystery. The other day he took a trip in the Imagination

Station. He visited a relative in long ago England named Albert.Albert gave Mr. Whittaker a

fancy ring. It had a rose on it.Mr. Whittaker came home. The next morning he found a note in

the Imagination Station. The note was written on old paper. It said:To save Albert, I need a

viking sunstone before the new moon. Or Lord Darkthorn will lock him inside the tower.Mr.

Whittaker wanted to help Albert. But he couldn’t. The Imagination Station didn’t work for him.

But now it worked for Patrick and Beth.The cousins also wanted to help Albert. So they traveled

to Greenland. They found a Viking Sunstone.The next day another note came. It said this:More

trouble for Albert. Lord Darkthorn is angry. The Roman monk’s silver cup is missing. We need it

before the new moon. May God be with you.Again Patrick and Beth asked to help. They visited

ancient Rome. They were chased by a tiger. And the cousins found the silver cup.A strange

thing happened in Rome. An English knight arrived in the Imagination Station. The cousins



were amazed. How could a knight use the Imagination Station?The knight gave them a

message:“You must tell Mr. Whittaker to search for the golden tablet of Kublai Khan.”Now Beth

and Patrick are off on another adventure. They need to meet Kublai Khan and find his golden

tablet.They also want answers to some puzzling questions:Who is writing the notes?What is a

golden tablet?Who is Kublai Khan?They are about to find out.The MongolsOn Wednesday,

Patrick and Beth were ready to go to China. They were all set to find the golden tablet.Patrick

had on a bright blue tunic with an orange border. The toes of his shoes curled up at the

ends.Beth wore an orange dress. It was made of fine silk. Her shoes were just like

Patrick’s.“Those costumes are great,” Mr. Whittaker said. “You look just like Mongol

children.”“Did you say mongrel?” Beth asked. “That’s what my dog is.”Mr. Whittaker smiled. His

kind eyes twinkled behind his round glasses.“No, Beth,” Mr. Whittaker said. “I said Mon-gol. The

Mongols ruled all of China in the thirteenth century. Today their country is called Mongolia.”“I’ve

heard that word,” said Patrick. “There’s a Mongolian barbecue on Main Street. That restaurant

cooks the best meat in town.”“Well,” Mr. Whittaker said, “in Kublai Khan’s time, Mongols were

the best fighters in town.”“Uh-oh,” said Beth.“Don’t be afraid,” Patrick said. “I’ll protect you.”Beth

frowned.“How can you protect me?” she asked. “You don’t know anything about Kublai Khan.

What if he’s nasty and mean?”Patrick looked at Mr. Whittaker. “Is he?” Patrick asked.“Well,

khan means emperor,” Mr. Whittaker said. “So he was one of the most powerful—and richest—

men in the world at the time.”“Emperors can be nasty and mean,” Beth said.“They can be,” Mr.

Whittaker said. “But Kublai was also known for his love of art, astronomy, and knowledge. That

will work in your favor.”“How?” Beth asked.Mr. Whittaker said, “I prepared some things for you

to take with you.”He walked over to a large closet and rummaged around inside. He came back

with three things: a colorful wool bag, a box of very long nails, and a hammer.“Nails?” Beth

said. “Why?”Mr. Whittaker held up a nail. “Kublai Khan likes new things. He’s never seen one of

these.”“He hasn’t seen a nail?” Beth asked.Mr. Whittaker put the nail in Beth’s hand.“No,” Mr.

Whittaker said. “So this should please him.”“If you say so,” she said. Beth frowned and then

studied the nail. It had a square head and a long shaft. It was almost a spike.She touched the

tip of the nail. “It’s sharp,” she said.“Keep the nails in the wool bag until you need them,” Mr.

Whittaker said. He put the hammer in the bag too, and he handed it to Patrick.“Whoa!” Patrick

said. “This is really heavy.” He looked at Mr. Whittaker. “What else is in here?”“You’ll see,” Mr.

Whittaker said. “There are several gifts inside. Each one is wrapped separately. And each one

has a tag on it. Read the tags to figure out when to use them. Give away the first gift when you

meet someone with a famous name.”“We’re going to meet someone famous?” Beth asked.“He

wasn’t famous then,” Mr. Whittaker said. “But you’ll recognize his name when you hear it.”Beth

and Patrick looked at each other. Their eyes lit up with curiosity.“Shall we start the adventure?”

Mr. Whittaker asked. He waved a hand toward the Imagination Station.
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Deena Peterson, “Marco....Polo!. Okay, let's be honest. Where else can your children learn

about historical figures such as Marco Polo and Kublai Khan?"Imagination Station" books will

literally take your readers around the world, into historical and Biblical settings full of

excitement and adventure. One thing I noticed in reading "Peril In The Palace"...it's helpful to

read the books in order.It isn't necessary, but each story opens with a prologue that

summarizes the adventures prior to the current one, and they fit together a bit like a puzzle, or

a treasure map.In "Peril In The Palace", Patrick and Beth must meet Kublai Khan and get a

golden tablet from him. Mr. Whitaker has given them a bag of 'gifts' to give at specific times to

specific people, but without the story unfolding the gifts seem like nonsense.Another detail I've

grown to love: finding out how Patrick and Beth are dressed as they set off on each new

adventure. The books are short chapter stories, with a few bonus puzzles and such at the end,

and are designed to keep young readers wanting more.I downloaded an ebook of "Peril In The

Palace" just so I could see how the story continued to play out. Tyndale Publishing House has

some great summer reading for your kids, and you'll appreciate all they learn from the

"Imagination Station" series!”

Rachel Harris, “Peril in the Palace - 4 Stars. Storyline - Cousins Beth and Patrick are off on

another adventure to help Mr. Whittaker save a family member in the middle ages. This time

they must obtain a golden tablet from Kublai Kahn, emperor of China. As they face Mongols, a

Chinese Emperor, Shamans, and meet Marco Polo, the must not be afraid to tell of their God

and use their wit and knowledge to achieve their goal and get out of there. Before they are

stuck for good.Personal Opinion - Since this book isn't meant for my age group (which I was

aware of before starting it), I was able to read it within 45 minutes - 1 hour, but it was a good



hour. Well developed in all aspects, this book is great for elementary kids who want to have a

little history, adventure, and Jesus in there books. My only complaint is that a couple of parts

could have been developed a little more but considering the age range appropriate for this

book it might have only confused or lost the reader. Still, I'm completely happy with this book

and would love to share it with someone in the correct age group for the book.”

J. Larson, “Great series for 5-12 year old kids!!. This series of books based on Adventures in

Odyssey radio program are great! Focus on the Family has done a great job over the years

with the radio program and the books fall right in line as far as quality. My kids are ages 4 - 10

years old and all of them love hearing/reading these books. We've read all of the Imagination

Station books in order. You could read them alone, but the story continues from one book to

the next. Therefore, I recommend that you start with the 1st in the series, Voyage With the

Vikings.As a homeschooling mom, I use these books as part of my history curriculum. We read

many historical fiction books as they grab my children's interest. The real-life characters

featured in these books and the fact that the authors stick as close to possible to real life

events as can be expected with 2nd graders historical fiction. It feeds my kids interest in going

deeper with history, and gives them a love for it. This is my favorite series for this age level and

I couldn't recommend it more highly!”

seth buckner, “Good book and Chinese Facts. This is a good book for kids who like Ancient

China. In this book Patrick and Beth go to China in the 13th century looking for the golden

tablet of Kublai Khan. They are rescued from Mongol warriors by Marco Polo. He takes them to

see Kublai Khan and when Patrick shows him a windup toy rooster he locks them in prison

because he thinks they have power over an evil bird spirit. While Patrick and Beth say farewell

to Marco Polo, a girl named Beki slips into the prison cell with them and gives them a golden

tablet. They then escape with nails that Mr. Whittaker gave them. Two giant eagles grab them

and carry them to their nest. A knight comes to rescue them long enough for them to get into

the Imagination Station. They are now in a cave in an unknown time period. My favorite part is

where Beth uncovers the shamans tricks. This is a good book for kids ages 8-11.By: Joshua,

age 10.”

Tonya, “A good read for young children. My son enjoys me reading this series to him at

bedtime, and it peaks my curiosity to research a bit of history as well.I went to a private school

and my history is very lacking. I didn't even know anything about the golden tablets.I would

have given this five stars but the ending of the book requires you to click to a magazine to read

the end and the magazine doesn't seem to be supported by iOS as we've tried multiple times

so I guess my son doesn't get to read the end.”

Jennifer Bartlett, “My family was very happy to find chapter books written with our moral

framework .... My family was very happy to find chapter books written with our moral framework

in mind. While we enjoy many secular books often when looking for a series or adventure

books we find that the children are sneaking around and the adults are thwarting the fun.

These books portray the adults as giving good counsel while encouraging the children's

adventures.  The children also navigate disagreements in healthy, appropriate ways.”

Lisa Collins, “Wonderful series! My son is excited to read the .... Wonderful series! My son is

excited to read the next one the moment he finished the first. Great stories, action, adventure,

history, morals, and at just the right reading level! So glad we found these.”



LadyBird, “Whole series is great. My son loved this book and this series. He's not big on

reading but this keeps his attention and everyone he finishes he's excited about the next book.”

Child Approved, “Four Stars. 8 year old loved this series.”

The book by Paul McCusker has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 107 people have provided feedback.
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